INTRODUCTION
When we thought the application of operations research methods to solve practical problems, formulate development strategies and policies, decision-making on major issues must be scientific prediction of the future.
The prediction is based on development law of objective things of the past and present, by means of scientific methods to describe and analyze the future development trend and status, and hypothesis and scientific judgment are formatted. When the thought method we applied operations research to solve practical problems, formulate development strategies and policies, to make important decision, must carry on the scientific prediction on the future.
Grey system theory is to study and solve the gray system analysis, modeling, forecasting, decision-making and control theory. Grey prediction is made for gray system prediction, some of the commonly used prediction methods (such as regression analysis, etc.), you need a larger sample, if the sample is small, often cause large errors, the prediction target failure. Grey forecasting model modeling needed less information, convenient operation, high modeling precision, has a wide application in the field of all kinds of forecasting, is an effective tool for dealing with small sample prediction.
Grey system theory is composed of Huazhong University of science and Technology Professor Deng Julong proposed in 1982 and developed. More than twenty years, has aroused a lot of attention of scholars at home and abroad, has got great development. At present, in our country has become a social, economic, science and technology and many other areas of decision-making, prediction, evaluation, planning control, system analysis and modeling is one of the important ways. Especially the analysis and modeling of its short time series, statistical data, the less the incomplete information system, has the unique function, therefore has been applied widely in many fields [1~3]. x to the original sequence:
II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE GREY SYSTEM MODEL
x satisfy the following relationship between:
Accumulation generation in the grey system theory has a very important position, it can make any nonnegative number column, swing or swinging, translate into a reduction, increasing sequence.
Based on the above mechanism, the following specific model and calculation formula of
To ) 0 ( X make an accumulation, generation number listed as:
So for albino forms of differential equations:
The parameter vector least squares method to calculate available, namely:
To calculate the parameters of the plug, and find out the discrete solution for: The above differential equations, numerical solution can be obtained by using the runge-kutta method, and the development and changes of various factors to the system that can dynamically forecast. Estimate the system prediction model coefficientcoefficient of differential equations. Prediction results of the grey model system are shown as Figure. 1. In this problem each index numerical difference is bigger, in order to avoid build equations of differential equations become rigid and difficult to solve, to properly deal with the data, the population and grain consumption both numerical index down 100 times, namely, divided by 100, it is evident in the following program. To calculate the parameters of the model, build a system of differential equations and to solve them, to predict the results. MATLAB program is used for programming.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Via behavior characteristic indexes of the system to establish a set of interrelated grey prediction model, predict numerous coordinated relationship between the variables in the system change. In this paper, an instance verify the feasibility of the method.
